
Edge 
Analytics 
Appliance
Using Artificial Intelligence and 
Augmented Reality technology, 
Edge Analytics Appliance 
streamlines communication with 
audiences by empowering the 
presenter to deliver enhanced 
video content like never before.

The Edge Analytics Appliance 
(REA-C1000) combined with different 
application software licences can 
be connected and used with any 
HDMI camera. The camera captures 
the live video signal whilst the Edge 
Analytics Appliance uses AI and 
AR processing to enhance the live 
video-based application features.

HDMI

Handwriting Extraction 
REA-L0100

Benefits

• Allows every student an unobstructed  
view of the white/black board

• Enhanced colour display allows better  
visibility, even from the back

How it works
Edge Analytics Appliance using AR extracts characters 
and diagrams written on the white/black board, and 
displays them virtually, in front of the lecturer. 

This enables the audience to maintain visibility of the 
drawn or written content and see the lecturer’s motion, 
with an unobstructed view, allowing the lecturer to 
communicate their thinking process clearly.

PTZ Auto Tracking 
REA-L0200

Benefits

• Create quality productions at a significantly  
lower cost

• The BRC or SRG camera tracks, follows and frames 
the speaker for a professional production

How it works
Edge Analytics Appliance acts as a virtual camera 
operator dramatically simplifying PTZ camera operation 
in classrooms, lecture halls or conference events.

The camera accurately follows the speaker, tracking 
them as they move around the stage, providing high 
quality and professional looking content without the 
need for a camera-operator or production team.
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Chroma key-less CG Overlay 
REA-L0400

Benefits
• Add professional backdrops to video content to 

provide context to your productions

• Significantly reduce the time, budget and resource 
required to produce video content

How it works
Enhance video footage with professional quality 
backdrops without the need for a dedicated studio, 
green screen or trained staff.

Display the speaker in front of a contextual  
background in real time to engage your audience 
and hold their attention.
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Close-up by Gesture 
REA-L0300

Benefits
• Seamlessly view the whole room and an active 

speaker during a live Q&A session

• Automatically detect when an audience  
member has stood up 

How it works
Edge Analytics Appliance can detect and react to the 
gestures of audience members, showing both the  
whole image and zoomed image in real time.

When an audience member stands up, the camera  
view is triggered to auto-zoom in to that person,  
without the need for a camera operator.
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Focus Area Cropping  
REA-L0500

Benefits
• Get high quality, hands-free video shooting  

with easy set up and customisation

• Show two different output images in real-time  
using one camera

How it works
Focus Area Cropping allows you to simultaneously 
display two different output images in real-time from 
one camera, the main image in 4K and the cropped 
image in HD.

The cropped image area can be set as either static, 
or dynamic using e-tracking if you wish to follow the 
speaker’s movement around the stage.
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